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SoftArt Home - Get started with Voice.club and SoftArt










Find Your Voice by Writing and Recording
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VIP Event
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VIP View
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Enhance your writing and voice skills, reach a wide audience, and make new friends.






			
Enter the Current Voice Contest




If you were a VIP member...



  


Submit a VIP View and Win a Prize, You could send your submission without a voice recording, You could choose to turn off public YouTube comments, You could give and receive supportive comments on SoftArt Discourse, You'd have your own YouTube playlist highlighting your writings , You would be part of a group of talented, creative writers, encouraging and helping each other, You could submit to the VoiceExchange program, where others can record your writings, And Much More....				








Explore VIP Features




As a VIP Member, you can:






			
Enter Current VIP Event








			
Submit a VIP View and Win a Prize
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Welcome to the new Voice.club


Voice.club has partnered with SoftArt and now publishes all voice productions onto our combined YouTube channel as @SoftArtCloud


Click here to view our YouTube playlist - Historic Showcase


We have redesigned the entire site for increased speed, wider exposure, easier navigation, and a new feature-rich private discourse area.



	

						
Your contest and event submission will be published to a global audience on our YouTube channel
	

						
Increased speed and easier navigation greatly simplify your submission process
	

						
Our new feature-rich private discourse area is perfect for writing collaboration and idea exchange








Featured Voice











Voice Publishing Guidelines


	

						
Click here to review the YouTube Community Guidelines

	

						
The YouTube Community Guidelines are updated frequenty; consult the link for changes
	

						
Members who do not comply with the YouTube Community Guidelines will not be allowed to participate in Voice.club
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